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Declarative multimedia documents represent the description of multimedia applications in terms of media
items and relationships among them. Relationships specify how media items are dynamically arranged in time
and space during runtime. Although a declarative approach usually facilitates the authoring task, authors can
still make mistakes due to incorrect use of language constructs or inconsistent or missing relationships in
a document. In order to properly support multimedia application authoring, it is important to provide tools
with validation capabilities. Document validation can indicate possible inconsistencies in a given document
to an author so that it can be revised before deployment. Although very useful, multimedia validation tools
are not often provided by authoring tools.
This work proposes a multimedia validation approach that relies on a formal model called Simple Hypermedia Model (SH M). SH M is used for representing a document for the purpose of validation. An SH M
document is validated using a hybrid approach based on two complementary techniques. The first one captures the document’s spatio-temporal layout in terms of its state throughout its execution by means of a
rewrite theory, and validation is performed through model-checking. The second one captures the document’s
layout in terms of intervals and event occurrences by means of Satisfiability Modulo Theories (SMT) formulas,
and validation is performed through SMT solving. Due to different characteristics of both approaches, each
validation technique complements the other in terms of expressiveness of SH M and tests to be checked.
We briefly present validation tools that use our approach. They were evaluated with real NCL documents
and by usability tests.
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document validation, spatio-temporal validation
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1

INTRODUCTION

Multimedia applications are present in our daily life as web pages, digital TV programs, smartphone applications, advertising screens, and so on. They consist of media items synchronized in
time and space, allowing viewer interactions in one or more display devices. Multimedia applications are usually defined with a domain-specific language, called a multimedia authoring language. Such languages focus on the definition of media items as part of a multimedia application
and their presentation order in time and space [7, 24]. A subset of those languages uses a declarative approach, usually based on XML, for providing high-level constructs for defining multimedia applications. They simplify the definition of a multimedia application since they emphasize
its description rather than implementation details. Examples of declarative multimedia authoring
languages are HyperText Markup Language (HTML5) [40], Synchronized Multimedia Integration
Language (SMIL) [38] and Nested Context Language (NCL) [26].
A declarative multimedia document is the one specified using a declarative authoring language.
It is composed of a set of media items and the relationships among them, which define their
presentation order in time and space. In this article, we refer to a set of document relationships
as a layout. A document’s temporal layout indicates a media item’s presentation order in time
and also in reaction to viewer interaction, while its spatial layout indicates a media item’s
presentation position on a screen or a set of screens. A combination of both is called the document
spatio-temporal layout. This article focuses on declarative multimedia documents and declarative
multimedia authoring languages. For simplicity, we shall refer to these simply as document and
authoring language, respectively.
Besides providing a clear separation between the application description and its implementation, a positive side effect of declarative authoring languages is to diminish the authoring effort,
particularly for authors with little or no programming skills. This is desirable since documents
can be used in different areas, such as web [38], digital TV [1], and IPTV [26], and by different
author profiles, such as program developers and content producers.
On the other hand, constructs of an authoring language have a complex semantics, given
that they abstract several definitions that the author would have to provide if he or she had
used a programming language. Large-scale documents, with many components organized within
quite rich and complex structures, may fall victim to poor visibility, hidden dependencies, and
error-proneness [23]. The resulting spatio-temporal layout perceived by an author may not fit
his mental representation due to the incorrect use of language constructs [29]. We call such
mismatch between the perceived spatio-temporal layout and the author’s mental representation
an undesired behavior. As discussed in Kostalas et al. [29], it is important that authors are able to
identify undesired behaviors in a document prior to its deployment.
Usually, authors test their documents by executing them in an attempt to identify undesired
behaviors. This approach is not complete since not all possible behaviors are explored, especially
when viewer interaction is possible, thus leading to a huge amount of presentation results. This
approach is not effective since several executions would be necessary for the verification of
undesired behaviors. Moreover, multimedia documents can be automatically generated inside a
production pipeline. In this case, simulating a document execution before deployment would be
costly, if possible.
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Fig. 1. Validation approach overview.

In this work, we present a hybrid approach for the automatic validation of multimedia documents. By validation, we mean the process of checking a set of tests over a document. Each test
represents an expected behavior an author wants to check or an unexpected behavior to be avoided.
Figure 1 depicts an overview of the validation approach we propose. Our approach relies on a
formal model for representing the spatio-temporal layout of multimedia documents named Simple
Hypermedia Model (SH M). A declarative document is translated into SH M to perform its
validation. Validation is done by the application of a hybrid approach based on two techniques—
document-state-based validation (docstate) and interval-based validation (docinterval)—
considering a test set. Validation test results are presented as feedback to the author, informing
success or errors and allowing, as stated in Kostalas et al. [29], the author to revisit the application
being created to adjust the spatio-temporal specification to eliminate undesired behaviors.
It is important to support different authoring languages. Therefore, the validation approach we
present (model and techniques) considers different conceptual entities usually found in distinct
authoring languages, such as events (either deterministic or indeterministic), compositions,
constraint relations, and causal relations. In addition, given its support for indeterministic events,
our validation approach is able to handle interactive documents, thus considering every different
outcome generated by viewer interactions. It is worth mentioning, however, that some authoring
languages provide the possibility of using auxiliary scripting languages, such as Lua [25] in NCL
and JavaScript in HTML. The validation approach proposed in this work does not tackle such
scripting languages, focusing only on the authoring language itself.
Moreover, according to the authoring language, a document may be validated at the same time
it is created. For example, in a constraint-based authoring approach, such as in Madeus [27], where
constraints are used to define a document’s temporal layout, relations may be validated as they are
created. On the other hand, in an event-based language, such as NCL [26], where causal relations
over event occurrences are used for defining the document’s temporal layout, validation may have
to wait for the creation of a set of relations before being performed. The approach we propose
follows the latter path, requiring the creation of a set of relations before validation is performed.
The contribution of this article is two-fold. We present a formal model for representing the
spatio-temporal layout of multimedia documents and a hybrid validation approach combining two
different validation techniques supporting the validation of different kinds of expected behaviors.
Our validation approach is implemented by authoring tools that provide NCL document validation.
This article is a significantly revised and extended version of earlier works [14–17]: (i) it
includes an updated definition of the model SH M that encompasses both event- and intervalbased semantics, (ii) it proposes a hybrid validation approach built from this semantic, and (iii) it
discusses the docinterval validation approach, which was briefly outlined in dos Santos et al. [17].
The remainder of this article is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses spatio-temporal
validation. Section 3 presents related work considering the validation of multimedia documents.
Section 4 describes model SH M. Section 5 discusses how an author describes a set of tests to be
performed over a document. Section 6 presents our hybrid validation approach. It also discusses
how SH M is used during validation and presents validation tools based on our approach,
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Fig. 2. Spatial-temporal layout without interaction.

Fig. 3. Spatial-temporal layout with interaction.

together with usability tests. Section 7 discusses the use of each technique, with its advantages
and disadvantages. Section 8 concludes this article and indicates future work.
2 SPATIO-TEMPORAL VALIDATION
A document’s spatio-temporal layout is commonly defined as two sets of definitions. In the
temporal axis, media items are placed in time either with absolute values or in relation to other
media items or event occurrences, such as viewer interaction. In the spatial axis, as presented
in Hardman [24], media items are placed in relation to the screen, another media item, or into
predefined channels.
Media item position and size may change over time, as an animation. Some authoring languages
allow the author to define animations in response to event occurrences. Animations may move a
media item around the screen by changing, for example, its left/top attributes, or scale a media
by changing, for example, its width/height attributes. It is worth mentioning that animations may
occur incrementally over a time interval.
As an example, consider the spatio-temporal layout of document d in Figures 2 and 3. Although
simple, this example presents several characteristics found in real-world multimedia applications.
The example is composed of four media items: the main video (vid), an advertisement icon (ico),
an animated figure (fig), and a casting text (txt).
Figures 2(a) and 3(a) present d’s spatial layout along time. In both figures, a rectangle with a
dashed border represents a screen region (at some moment), and rectangles filled with solid colors
represent a visible media item. Arrows between two screens represent a time lapse, and dashed
arrows (see Figure 3(a), screen s 4 ) represent an animation, which can be done instantaneously or
incrementally over a time period. In the latter, animation duration is presented over the arrow.
Two different outcomes are possible for this example, depending on viewer interaction with
ico. In the case where the viewer does not interact, it behaves as depicted in Figure 2(a) by the
sequence of screens s 1 , s 2 , and s 3 . vid is presented on the whole screen (s 1 ) when the execution
begins. After t 1 time units, ico is presented on the upper-right corner (s 2 ) for t 2 time units. After
that, vid keeps being presented for more t 3 time units until it ends (s 3 ). The temporal layout for
the first outcome is depicted in Figure 2(b).
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Considering the second outcome, the example behaves as depicted in Figure 3(a) by the sequence
of screens s 1 , s 2 , s 4 , s 5 , and s 6 . When ico is presented (s 2 ) and the viewer interacts with it after an
unknown time ti (ti < t 2 ), vid is downsized and repositioned on the upper-left corner. This change
in size and position is instantaneous. Moreover, vid presentation is paused ( ) and fig is presented
on the lower-left corner (s 4 ). As soon as it starts its presentation, fig moves from its initial position
to the upper-right corner and back in t 4 time units. When it comes back to its original position,
its presentation ends, and vid presentation is resumed (s 5 ). After t 5 time units, vid presentation
ends and txt is presented on the lower left corner for t 6 time units (s 6 ). The temporal layout for
the second outcome is depicted in Figure 3(b), where viewer interaction is represented as ↓. This
example will be used for illustrating different types of tests to be checked.
Usually, the validation of a document’s spatial layout is performed separately from the temporal
layout [6, 28, 30]. Spatial validation is usually offered by indicating possible overlapping of media
items. This is performed by a two-step approach, where first it verifies if media items overlap based
on their initial position and then it verifies if they are presented together.
Considering document d, tests with media items ico and txt can be described with temporal
tests or spatial tests separately, as they do not change their position over time. For example, the
author may want to ensure that ico is presented before txt or that ico and txt are not presented
simultaneously. Moreover, the author may wish to ensure that ico is positioned above txt or that
they should have different sizes. Since the spatial layout of both media items does not change over
time, spatial validation can be done considering their initial position.
On the other hand, tests with media items vid and fig, corresponding to screen s 4 in Figure 3(a),
are not so simple as statically validating the spatial layout and, in parallel, validating the temporal
layout. For example, the author may want to ensure that, at some point while moving across the
screen, fig will overlap vid. This requires verifying if, in at least one moment during the document
execution, fig and vid will overlap. Such a test has to be encoded by composing temporal and
spatial tests. It is also possible for the author to create tests relating to sequential changes, such
as “is fig above vid, and then at the right side of vid? ” To specify such a test, one should use a
temporal connector between the two tests (fig is above vid and fig at the right side of vid).
These examples illustrate tests where (i) the spatial and temporal layouts are independent or (ii)
the spatial layout is dependent on the temporal one.
A purely temporal validation acts just in the temporal axis, verifying the consistency of temporal
relationships among media items. On the other hand, a purely spatial validation acts just in the
spatial axis, verifying the consistency of spatial relationships among media items. Validation in
both temporal and spatial axes can be done in two ways. In the first, validation of the spatial
axis is performed separately from the temporal axis. It is usually offered by indicating possible
overlapping of media items according to their initial positions and sizes and their organization in
time. In the second, validation of both axes is performed together, considering changes in space
over time, which we call spatio-temporal validation. However, when media item positions may
change over time, as it can be seen in Figure 3(a), reasoning about space separately from time gives
incorrect results. It is important, therefore, to consider the spatio-temporal layout of a document
while validating it, which is supported by our proposal.
In addition to the kind of validation provided (temporal, spatial, and spatio-temporal), validation
also may be carried out by two different approaches: (i) based on the document state during its
execution or (ii) based on constraints. The first one models the document state and how it changes
throughout document execution. This is done by representing a document as a state machine
or by providing the semantic description of constructs of a given authoring language in a given
logic. The document being created is either transformed to such representation or created directly
in it. Validation is then performed by reachability analysis over the state machine or by axiom
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Table 1. Related Work Classification

application in the given logic, respectively. Thus, it is possible to verify if a document may reach
a given state where a media item is being presented, for example.
The second approach models document relations as constraints. This is done by providing either
a transformation for documents in a given authoring language into a set of constraints or using
an authoring language based on constraints. Validation in both cases is provided by checking
the consistency of the constraint set as a whole. Thus, it is possible to verify if constraints hold
together.
3

RELATED WORK

The literature is rich in discussions about document validation. We classify the related work presented in this section according to the reasoning principle applied for document validation. The
first group of papers [9, 21, 22, 28] handles validation based on the document state. The second
group of papers [6, 20, 30, 32] handles validation based on constraints. We also classify them according to their coverage in either the spatial axis or temporal axis. Table 1 presents related work
classification.
Felix [21] presents an approach for the validation of temporal properties of NCL documents using model checking techniques. NCL documents are translated into a state machine–like representation that indicates the document’s temporal layout. The transformation creates a state machine
for each media item and a synchronizer machine for each relationship. The latter is used for tying
together the occurrence of events in media state machines. The validation of an NCL document is
done over that representation. The author describes tests as temporal logic formulas.
Gaggi and Bossi [22] define a formal semantics for SMIL through a set of inference rules inspired
by Hoare logic. The rules describe the document state before and after the execution of a given
SMIL construct. Thus, in the authoring phase, the structure of an SMIL document may be enriched
with assertions expressing temporal properties. Document validation is performed by the application of axioms, also defined in the proposed semantics, that verify if a given construct or set of
constructs correctly changes the document state. Otherwise, it presents to the author the problem
found so it can be corrected.
Bouyakoub and Belkhir [9] present an incremental authoring tool for SMIL documents called
SMIL Builder. Whenever an author changes a document, SMIL Builder checks if this change will
cause an inconsistent temporal layout. If so, the change is rejected and an error report is presented
to the author. Both incremental editing and consistency checking are supported by the H-SMIL-Net
model [8]. H-SMIL-Net extends Petri Nets in order to fully represent SMIL temporal characteristics.
Inconsistencies are detected either by construction (e.g., when a transition has more arcs than
possible) or by verification of transition firing times in the model.
As can be seen in Table 1, some works [9, 21, 22] present a purely temporal approach, where
the validation of a document is performed by investigating its state over its execution. In Felix
[21], it is done by reachability analysis, in Bouyakoub and Belkhir [9] it is done by verifying the
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consistence of the underlying Petri Net, and in Gaggi and Bossi [22] by analyzing if the document
state changes according to some axioms. Document spatial layout validation is not discussed in
those papers.
Júnior et al. [28] use a model-driven approach for the validation of NCL documents. The validation is achieved by transforming an NCL document into a Kripke structure. The validation uses
a model-checking tool and temporal logic formulas representing the properties to be validated.
Spatial validation is briefly discussed in Picinin [28] and is performed over the document’s initial
positioning.
Bertino et al. [6] propose an authoring model based on constraints. A document in that model
consists of several topics, where each topic is composed of semantically related media items. The
system automatically groups media items into topics according to constraints defined by the author. The system enlarges the set of constraints with others that, even when not explicitly defined,
are consequences of the constraints defined by the author. Consistency checking is then performed
over the constraint set. If an inconsistency arises, the system applies relaxation techniques to reduce the constraint set to a consistent one. When this is not possible, an author review is required.
Laborie et al. [30] present an approach for the automatic adaptation of a document layout according to an exhibition device. It creates an abstract description of a document as a set of objects and
constraints representing temporal and spatial relations among objects. It also considers a profile
comprising device constraints and viewer preferences. According to the set of potential document
executions Ms , given by the abstract description, and the set of potential executions Mp , given
by the profile, the adaptation process calculates Ms ∩ Mp to determine if some adaptation is required. In case the document has to be adapted, the goal is to change a document’s relations such
that it now complies with the profile, and the (behavioral) distance from the previous declaration
is minimum.
As can be seen in Table 1, some works presented [6, 28, 30] cover both temporal and spatial
dimensions. In the first one, document validation is performed by model-checking, and, in the
second and third, it is performed by consistency checking over a set of constraints. However, in
those works, the spatial dimension is static since spatial constraints do not change over time.
Moreover, reasoning about time and space is performed as two separate problems.
Elias et al. [20] and Ma and Shin [32] also propose an authoring model based on constraints.
Both works provide constraints for modeling the temporal and spatial relations. Constraints have
an associated priority value. Spatial constraints are associated with an interval, such that a given
(spatial) constraint has to be satisfied inside that interval. Both approaches transform the constraint
set to a graph. Completeness checking is done by checking if the graph is connected. Consistency
checking is done by finding the minimum spanning tree T in the constraint graph. Constraints
that create inconsistencies (i.e., when not contained in T) are removed according to their priority
values or by author choice. Elias et al. [20] provide relaxation techniques to be applied when two
constraints have the same priority, while Ma and Shin [32] provide an approach to relax constraints
considering others not contained in T. One should note that, although these works [20, 32] do not
define spatial attributes in function of time, they represent examples of constraints parameterized
by time.
As can be seen in Table 1, together with our proposed approach, Elias et al. and Ma and Shin [20,
32] are the only ones to provide a truly spatio-temporal validation, given that spatial constraints
may change over time. In previous works [15–17], we presented a document validation approach
based on the first version of the SH M model. It uses the document-state-based validation technique presented in Section 6.1 and provides validation in both time and space as presented in
dos Santos et al. [17]. This work extends our previous validation approach by providing a hybrid
validation approach based on both techniques, document state and constraints. To the best of our
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knowledge, this is the first attempt at combining these two approaches thanks to our SH M model
that includes both semantics.
4 VALIDATION MODEL
The validation approach proposed in this paper is based on a formal model called Simple Hypermedia Model (SH M). It captures the essence of multimedia document spatio-temporal behavior,
hiding the specific syntax and details of an authoring language. We call the representation of a
document d in model SH M an SH M spatio-temporal layout.
Definition 4.1 (SH M spatio-temporal layout). An SH M spatio-temporal layout is defined as
a tuple
l = Ω, Γ,

(1)

where Ω is a set of attributes and Γ is a set of binary relations between attributes.
SH M represents a document execution by a set of attributes. They characterize the execution
of document parts, called here fragments, holding information about them. Attribute values change
throughout document execution according to the semantics of the fragment they characterize.
Document fragments may be (i) document compositions as a whole, (ii) document variables, or
(iii) media items and their subparts (anchors) in time or space.
Definition 4.2 (SH M attribute). An SH M attribute is defined as a tuple
ω = id, val,

(2)

where id is an attribute identifier and val ∈ Bool ∪ N ∪ String ∪ State, with sets Bool = {, ⊥} and
State = {occurring, paused, sleeping}; that is, the attribute value can be either a Boolean, a number,
a string, or a state.
A set of attributes is used to represent a given facet of a document fragment execution: its
presentation, attribution, or viewer interaction. An attribute whose value is of sort State has embedded semantics, such that changes in its value are signaled as event occurrences (denoted ε).
Thus SH M relations may be described over event occurrences or attribute values.
Definition 4.3 (SH M relation). Relations in SH M may be a causal relation or a constraint
relation. A causal relation has the general form
p, ε (ωk ), ε (ωl ), φ(ωm , . . . , ωn ),

(3)

and a constraint relation has the general form
p, δ (ωk , . . . , ωl ), φ(ωm , . . . , ωn ),

(4)

where p ∈ N represents a priority value for the relation, ε is an event occurrence over state attributes ωk and ωl , δ is a statement, and φ is a precondition over attributes ωi ∈ Ω. In both relation
types, p and φ may be omitted and are assumed to be the biggest priority value and , respectively.
Causal relations specify that whenever a condition event (ε (ωk )) occurs, another action event
(ε (ωl )) will occur. If the condition event does not occur during document execution, the action event will not occur either. Constraint relations describe a statement (δ (ωk , . . . , ωl )) that
must hold during document execution. Relations may specify a precondition over attribute values (φ(ωm , . . . , ωn )), such that a relation will only be considered if its precondition is evaluated to
true. Moreover, relations are applied according to their priority value.
The semantics of document fragments are translated into SH M relations that change attribute
values according to the semantics defined by the authoring language. Moreover, SH M relations
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Fig. 4. NCM State machine.

will also capture the behavior of relationships defined in the multimedia document. Both the temporal and spatial layouts of a document are described in SH M by the specification presented in
Definitions 4.1–4.3. The following sections discuss how SH M represents fragments in both time
and space.
4.1

Temporal Axis

To characterize fragments in the temporal axis, SH M attributes are used to represent a fragment
duration, occurrences number, state, and its existence in the temporal layout (i.e., if it is ever executed). Attribute values representing the fragment duration and occurrences number are of set N,
the one representing a fragment state is of set State and the existence attribute value is of set Bool.
SH M considers the set of states State = {occurring, sleeping, paused}. From now on, we call
such an attribute a state-attribute. The state-attribute value changes according to the state machine
presented in Figure 4.
The state machine presented in Figure 4 is defined by the Nested Context Model (NCM) [36],
upon which NCL is based. NCM events have a duration and a type. A presentation event represents
a document fragment presentation, an attribution event represents a document variable change,
and a selection event represents viewer interaction with a media item or a subpart of it.
An NCM event initiates at the sleeping state. As the document presentation unfolds, it will eventually change to the occurring state. It remains in the occurring state for a given period of time,
given by its duration. After its duration, it goes back to the sleeping state. This behavior is called
its natural end. It can also go back to the sleeping state before its natural end as a result of a forced
end (stop or abort). Presentation event durations are defined according to media item durations.
Attribution and selection event durations are equal to zero.
State-attributes, representing either a fragment presentation, attribution, or selection, will behave the same way as NCM events. An SH M event occurrence, therefore, represents a transition
in the NCM state machine; that is, a change in the value of a state-attribute. They are represented
by the following symbols: (start), (natural end or stop), (abort), (pause), and (resume).
Relations in time may be defined based on event occurrences as either a causal relation or as a
constraint relation. In causal relations, event occurrences are represented by the juxtaposition of an
event symbol and state-attribute id. It can either represent a state-attribute change that has already
occurred (when it appears as the relation condition) or a state-attribute change to be triggered
(when it appears as the relation action). For example, the following causal relation
 vid (p,s ) , txt (p,s ) , ico (s,n) > 0

(5)

represents a desired behavior of the running document shown in Figures 2 and 3, where fragment
txt starts its presentation when fragment vid ends, given that the viewer has interacted with ico.
In Equation (5), vid (p,s ) and txt (p,s ) are the id of the state-attributes representing the presentation
state of fragments vid and txt, respectively. Thus, vid (p,s ) represents the natural end of vid’s
presentation and txt (p,s ) the start of txt’s presentation. Attribute ico (s,n) represents the number
of times the viewer selected fragment ico. As one notes from the previous example, we use the
following naming scheme for SH M attributes f (x,y ) , where f is a fragment identifier; x indicates
the fragment facet being represented, which is either p for presentation, a for attribution, or s for
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Fig. 5. Interval examples.

selection; and y indicates the kind of value the attribute holds, which is either d for its duration, n
for its occurrence number, s for its state, or e for its existence in the temporal layout.
In constraint relations, the moment in time when a state change occurs is represented by the
juxtaposition of an event symbol and a state-attribute id. For example, the following constraint
relation
 ico (p,s ) ≤ ico (s,s ) ∧ ico (s,s ) ≤ ico (p,s ) , ico (s,e ) == true,

(6)

based on the document shown in Figures 2 and 3, specifies that fragment ico can be selected
only while it is being presented, in the case where it occurs. In Equation (6), ico (p,s ) and ico (s,s )
are the id of the state-attributes representing, respectively, the presentation and selection state of
fragment ico. Thus, ico (p,s ) represents the start of ico’s presentation and ico (s,s ) the start of
ico’s selection.
The use of event occurrences in constraint relations, as seen in Equation (6), is possible due to
the facility of projecting a state-attribute value in the time axis, such that an interval indicates
when it has a certain value along the document presentation. Figure 5 presents the projection of a
state-attribute ω in the time axis.
In Figure 5(a), interval endpoints ( ω and ω) represent begin and end times of a given fragment
(represented by ω) according to its definition in a document. As can be seen in the figure, attribute
ω’s value is equal to occurring inside the interval between ω and ω and is equal to sleeping
elsewhere. Figure 5(b) modifies the example shown in Figure 5(a) such that a given fragment is
paused for t 2 seconds, t 1 seconds after its begin time, according to its definition in a document. In
such a case, attribute ω’s value is equal to paused inside the interval between ω and ω.
The SH M temporal layout for the document shown in Figures 2 and 3 is as follows:
l = {vid (p,s ) , ico (p,s ) , fig (p,s ) , txt (p,s ) , ico (s,s ) , ico (s,e ) , ico (s,n) }, {γ 1 , γ 2 , γ 3 , γ 4 , γ 5 , γ 6 , γ 7 }
γ 1 =  ico (p,s ) = vid (p,s ) + t 1 

(7)
(8)

γ 2 =  ico (p,s ) ≤ ico (s,s ) ∧ ico (s,s ) ≤ ico (p,s ) , ico (s,e ) == true
γ 3 = 1, ico (s,s ) , ico (p,s ) , ico (s,e ) == true

(9)
(10)

γ 4 = 2, ico (s,s ) , vid (p,s ) , ico (s,e ) == true
γ 5 = 3, ico (s,s ) , fig (p,s ) , ico (s,e ) == true

(11)
(12)

γ 6 =  fig (p,s ) , vid (p,s ) 

(13)

γ 7 =  vid (p,s ) , txt (p,s ) , ico (s,n) > 0

(14)

It is worth mentioning that, for simplicity, relations specifying a change in state-attribute values from occurring back to sleeping after the fragment duration are not presented in the previous
example.
4.2 Variable Handling
Multimedia documents often use variables to store information useful for building their spatiotemporal layout [37], such as fragment position, visibility, and the like. For example, in the
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document presented in Figures 2 and 3, a variable is used to store the number of times the viewer
interacted with the icon. SH M represents variables by attributes that hold their values. During document execution, variable values may change as a reaction to event occurrences. Given
that document variable changes may be used in document relations, SH M also associates stateattributes to them, as discussed in Section 4.1.
SH M captures the behavior of a change in the value of document variables by event , which
is followed by the value change to be performed. The following example presents a relation that
increases the number of occurrences of fragment ico selection whenever its selection ends:
 ico (s,s ) , ico (s,n) = ico (s,n) + 1.

(15)

Suppose a document defines a variable var such that a change in its value triggers the application of causal relations specified in the document. This variable, therefore, shall be represented in
SH M by two attributes, one representing its value and another its state. The following example
modifies the one presented in Equation (15), such that variable var value is changed instead of
ico (s,n) .
1, ico (s,s ) , var (a,v ) = foo 
2, ico (s,s ) , var (a,s ) .

(16)
(17)

The reader should note that, in addition to the relation for changing the value of variable var
(attribute var (a,v ) ), a second one changes its attribution state from sleeping to occurring (attribute
var (a,s ) ). It is worth mentioning that, given the fact that attribution duration is equal to zero, stateattribute var (a,s ) value will change back to sleeping immediately.
4.3

Spatial Axis

In the spatial axis, document fragments are considered as rectangular regions. The spatial definition for fragments is specified over their projections in three spatial axis {x, y, z}, where z is used
for overlapping order.
SH M attributes hold spatial information about document fragments, as discussed in Section 4.2. According to the naming scheme presented in Section 4.1, in the spatial axis, attributes
are named as follows: f (a,i ) , where f is a fragment identifier, a is one of the spatial axis {x, y, z},
and i gives information about the fragment projection in that axis (b for the projection begin, c
for the projection center, e for the projection end, and s for the projection size).
Fragment position and sizes in the spatial axis may be specified by absolute values or by constraint relations. In the first, the value for the attributes holding the fragment position and size is
specified a priori and does not change during document execution. In the second, a constraint or
causal relation sets their values.
Considering the document shown in Figures 2 and 3, the following equation presents an example
of a constraint stating that fig and txt should have the same size:
fig (x,s ) = txt (x,s ) ∧ fig (y,s ) = txt (y,s ) .
4.4

(18)

Spatio-Temporal Relations

Authoring languages usually provide the possibility of changing document fragment positions
and sizes during execution. A common way to achieve this is to declare relations that change
fragments position and size in response to an event occurrence. This change can be either discrete,
or incremental over a time interval. In the latter, the relation provides, together with the new values,
the duration of the change and the increment by which values have to be changed.
SH M captures this behavior in two ways: (i) as discussed in Section 4.3, attributes are used to
store the position of fragments, and (ii) fragment position changes over time are captured either
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by causal relations or constraint relations. Section 4.2 discussed how causal relations can change
attribute values. The same approach is applied here so that a fragment position can change in
reaction to an event.
By representing fragment position and size the same way as document variables, SH M also associates to them state-attributes, which shall indicate when their value changes. Moreover, SH M
enables associating an attribute value to a time interval, so that an attribute ω has its value equal
to v inside an interval i, similar to what is done in Belouaer and Maris [5]. Value v can be defined
as a discrete value or as a polynomial of order n > 1, with the time ti as the polynomial’s variable.
Time value ti represents the amount of time since interval i begins.
Considering the example shown in Figures 2 and 3, the following equations represent changes
in vid’s size when ico is selected (Equations (19–22)) and fig’s animation during its presentation
(Equations (23–24)). We consider here a screen size of 640 × 480.
4, ico (s,s ) , vid (x,c ) = 160, ico (s,e ) == true

(19)

5, ico (s,s ) , vid (y,c ) = 120, ico (s,e ) == true
6, ico (s,s ) , vid (x,s ) = 320, ico (s,e ) == true

(20)
(21)

7, ico (s,s ) , vid (y,s ) = 240, ico (s,e ) == true
fig (x,c ) = 160.cos(α ) + 320, fig (p,s ) ≤ t ≤ fig (p,s ) 

(22)
(23)

fig (y,c ) = −120.cos(α ) + 240, fig (p,s ) ≤ t ≤ fig (p,s ) ,

(24)

α=

2π (t − fig (p,s ) )
t4

where t represents the time since the document execution begins and t 4 is the duration of fig’s
animation (see Figure 3(a)). In this example, a trigonometric polynomial was used for representing
fig’s movement.
By using relations, SH M represents changes in a document’s spatial layout in relation to time.
Moreover, the use of a polynomial for defining the value of a positioning attribute is interesting
since it brings with it the possibility of representing complex animations such as the ones provided
by SMIL/SVG animation [38, 39] or Web Animations [41]. In such an approach, animation paths,
keyframes, and so on are represented by polynomial interpolation.
5

DESCRIBING THE AUTHOR’S EXPECTATION

Multimedia documents can be created by an author with a range of available authoring tools.
Depending on the language in use, tools may be able to provide the author with different views of
the document, in addition to a preview of its spatio-temporal layout [29]. As presented in Section 4,
SH M allows representing multimedia documents as a spatio-temporal layout l .
As previously defined, validation over document d is carried against a set of tests T . It is
achieved by validating l |= T , where l is the SH M spatio-temporal layout obtained from document d. In this section, we discuss how an author may represent tests to be performed over an
SH M spatio-temporal layout. As discussed previously, each test may represent an expected or an
unexpected behavior that an author wants to verify in a document specification.
In previous works [14, 15], we formalized a set of predefined expected behaviors: reachability
(will a media be presented?), media termination (given that a media is presented, does it end?), and
document termination (does the document as a whole end?).
In order to enable an author to describe specific tests over a document, we define a set of atomic
formulas in either the temporal or the spatial axis. The description of the expected spatio-temporal
layout, therefore, is achieved by combining temporal and spatial atomic formulas. Moreover, such
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Fig. 6. Allen’s relations between time intervals.

Fig. 7. RCC spatial relations between active regions.

Fig. 8. Angle and distance between regions.

atomic formulas are specified in a high level of abstraction, which facilitates author description. It
is important to highlight that the author is able to create the test set that he or she finds necessary
for each document. Therefore, the test set’s completeness is left for the author.
In the temporal axis, formulas represent Allen’s relations [2] between time intervals. In Figure 6,
we recall the set of Allen’s relations, where rectangles represent time intervals.
In the spatial axis, formulas represent Randal, Cui, and Cohn (RCC) spatial relations between
regions [35] as presented in Figure 7, where rectangles represent regions.
As discussed in dos Santos et al. [17], in order to enable the description of relative positions
between regions and region distance, we extended RCC spatial relations (except equal) so that
relations are parameterized by an angle between region centers. Moreover, relations dcon, pover,
and ntpp are also parameterized by a distance between region centers. The angle and distance
between two regions are calculated as presented in Figure 8. It presents two disconnected regions,
A and B, with A being at an angle α and distance d with respect to B.
We represent such an example by the formula A dcon(α, d ) B. Angle α can be described in
degrees or, if such precision is not necessary, by a(n) (intra)cardinal direction. Thus, the example
of Figure 8 may also be represented by the formula A dcon(NW , d ) B. If the direction information
is given as a(n) (intra)cardinal point, the angle is given as follows:
E = [337.5, 22.5), N E = [22.5, 67.5), N = [67.5, 112.5), NW = [112.5, 157.5),
W = [157.5, 202.5), SW = [202.5, 247.5), S = [247.5, 292.5), SE = [292.5, 337.5).

(25)

If a precise distance or an angle is not necessary, both d and α may be omitted. Also, it is worth
noticing that the above formulas may be combined to create a more complex test. For example,
the author may define a test such as
fig during vid → fig dcon vid,

(26)

which states that if vid and fig are presented together, they should not overlap.
6 HYBRID VALIDATION APPROACH
The validation approach presented here is based on model SH M, which is used for representing
a document’s spatio-temporal layout. Given its abstract representation of a document layout, it
can be used for validating documents described with different declarative authoring languages.
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As shown in Section 4, from model SH M it is possible not only to reason about document
fragments in terms of their state along the document execution, but also about their projections in
the temporal axis (as intervals). SH M allows the description of relations as both causal relations
over event occurrences or as constraints over intervals.
For validation purposes, therefore, we may get from SH M two representations of a document:
one in terms of its state along the document execution and another in terms of its intervals. We
consider that the document state comprises the value of all SH M attributes associated with document fragments. To take advantage of both possible representations for a document, the hybrid
validation approach we propose in this work is composed of two validation techniques, one for
each representation.
The first technique, docstate, produces from the SH M model a representation of a document
in terms of its states. The resulting representation is described into a rewriting theory [15–17],
where document fragments are represented as state machines, and causal relations are modeled as
equations that change their state along document presentation. Moreover, temporal constraints are
modeled as linear temporal logic formulas, and validation is performed through model-checking.
Section 6.1 describes this in more details.
The second technique, docinterval, produces from the SH M model a representation of a document in terms of intervals. The resulting representation is described as a set of SAT Modulo Theories (SMT) formulas, where document fragments are represented as projections in the temporal and
spatial axes along document presentation. Both causal relations and constraints are represented as
SMT assertions, and validation is performed through SMT solving [12]. Section 6.2 describes this
in more details.
6.1

Document State–Based Validation

This section briefly describes the docstate validation technique. It captures an SHM spatio-temporal
layout l as a rewrite theory [33] R.
Rewrite Theory R = (Σ, E, R) represents a layout l in terms of its state along execution. Σ provides constructors for representing the document state, which is comprised by the set of all attributes; E represents the behavior of parts of the document in terms of relations, and R represents
the (possibly) nondeterministic behavior of a document as a whole. Intuitively, R captures the nondeterminism induced by viewer interaction and time lapse. For a given document d, rewrite theory
R is extended with information about d’s attributes and rewrite rules modeling d’s relations. This
extension process is automated by transformation τdocstate . The extended theory is denoted by notation Rd .
Every SH M attribute associated with a given fragment is represented in Σ as an element of sort
UnitAtt. For a state-attribute, R declares operator state, which behaves as described in Section 4.1.
The behavior for operator state is captured in E as a set of equations.
Σ also defines elements of sort EventOccurrence for signaling state changes. Every time a stateattribute changes its value, by the equations in E, an element of sort EventOccurrence is included
in the term representing the document state as a whole. Relations, therefore, are represented as
equations in E, whose left-hand side is composed of EventOccurrence and UnitAtt elements, while
the right-hand side defines actions to be performed over attributes. The optional precondition of
relations is captured by the equation as a test to be performed before the equation is applied.
Example relation 15’s representation in R is presented in Listing 1.

Listing 1 Relation 15 in R
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In the example, n:Nat is a variable that represents the value before the equation application. The
same value is used on the right-hand side of the equation, so that the fragment value is incremented
by 1. It is worth highlighting that (i) whenever a relation is applied, it consumes an event occurrence;
and (ii) the application of a relation may trigger the application of another relation.
The behavior of the document as a whole in R is given by R with rules. Rule step performs
a temporal progression in the document execution. Viewer interactions, on the other hand, may
occur at any moment a given fragment is being presented. To simulate viewer interactions, for each
fragment f that the viewer may interact with, auxiliary attributes are created to represent delays
from the beginning of f presentation to the moment the viewer interacted with it. The number
of auxiliary attributes to be created is defined by the validation user. Rules for viewer interaction,
therefore, will trigger the selection of f whenever one auxiliary attribute delay ends.
Theory R is represented as a Maude [11] module R, which represents the general behavior for
multimedia documents. The complete description of module R is presented in dos Santos [13].
For each particular document, we declare another module that extends theory R defining the
document’s initial configuration in terms of its attributes, relations, interaction rules, and an initial
action. The document’s initial configuration and initial action for starting the document execution
are declared by equations that use operators doc and ini. Document relations are specified as
equations, as seen in Listing 1.
The document’s initial configuration is represented in Maude as a term. Maude allows us to either rewrite, search, or modelCheck a given term. The rewrite command chooses one of the possible
traces of a term rewrite. However, opposite to equations, rules may be nondeterministic, thus producing concurrent rewrites. In Maude, we can search in the “space state” of a term rewrite using
command search. The Maude model checker is executed through command modelCheck. This command receives a term and a temporal logic formula to be evaluated. It takes into consideration the
same “state space” of the search command. Whenever a formula does not hold, the model checker
produces a counterexample presenting a trace where the given formula does not hold.
Therefore, we can validate the behavior of a document in three possible ways: (i) using the
rewrite command to simulate document d, presenting one possible presentation for it; (ii) using
the search command to present all possible presentations of d or to present traces that lead the
document state to the pattern defined in the search command; or (iii) using the modelCheck command to verify the existence of a given behavior in every possible execution of d.
The description of tests for expected or unexpected behaviors is done using SH M’s temporal
and spatial atomic formulas (see Section 5). Those formulas are formalized in docstate as LTL [34]
(Linear Temporal Logic) formulas. It is worth noting that formulas in the temporal axis describe the
evolution of (part of) the document state throughout several states. For example, formula A meets B
is described by the following LTL formula:

where <> and O represent LTL operators F and X in Maude. The former states that a formula
must be valid for some future state, and the latter states that a formula must be valid for the next
state; notation state(f, t, s) means that fragment f is in state s, with t meaning its presentation,
selection, or attribution. For example, state(A, pre, occurring) means that A presentation state is
occurring.
On the other hand, formulas in the spatial axis consider position values for a given document
state. They are combined with an LTL temporal operator for representing a spatio-temporal layout.
As a usage example of a spatial formula, suppose we want to verify if, at all times, A and B will
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be disconnected in space. Thus we write the following formula, G (A dcon B), where we combine
spatial relation dcon with temporal operator G, which states that a formula must be valid for all
states. Formula dcon is described by the following LTL formula:

where notation left(f) means the left position of fragment f and the same for the remaining
position information.
In case the formula is parameterized by an angle, function angle is called together with the
formulas presented previously to determine the angle between region centers. Function angle is
parameterized by the expected angle in either degrees or one (intra)cardinal direction.
6.2 Interval-Based Validation
This section briefly describes the docinterval validation technique. It captures an SH M spatiotemporal layout l as a satisfaction problem S using SMT [12]. SMT is a satisfaction problem where
formulas combine logical connectives, such as conjunction, disjunction, and negation, with atomic
formulas in the form of linear arithmetic inequalities. Formulas are composed by variables, representing either Boolean or arithmetic values. A solution for such a formula is an assignment,
mapping variables to values that make the formula true.
Satisfaction problem S represents attributes as constants. Attribute f (α,d ) (α ∈ {p, s, a}) is represented by constant f α :t exp , attribute f (α,e ) by constant f α :t plc , and state-attribute f (α,s ) is represented by its projection in the time using constants f α :t beд for its projection to begin, f α :t mid
for its projection center, and f α :t end for its projection end. It is worth noting that attributes representing a fragment in space are translated to constants similar to those previously defined for the
state projection.
In addition to constant f α :t plc , S defines constant f :s plc to indicate whether or not a fragment
is being presented on the screen. The relation between both constants f :t plc and f :s plc is given as
follows:


∨
f :t plc ∧ f :t beд ≤ t ≤ f :t end ∧ f :s plc



(27)
¬f :t plc ∨ t < f :t beд ∨ t > f :t end ∧ ¬f :s plc
where constant t is used to represent the time since the document execution begins. Equation (27)
has the following meaning. Whenever a fragment is part of the temporal layout (i.e., f :t plc = true),
constant f :s plc shall be true while its state is equal to occurring and false elsewhere.
As discussed in Section 4.1, fragments may be paused during their presentation. As can be seen
in Figure 5(b), the value of state-attribute ω is in the paused state inside an interval between ω
and ω. S represents when a state-attribute ω value is equal to paused by a second interval ω .
Both intervals are related as follows:
ω:t beд < ω :t beд ∧ ω :t end ≤ ω:t end
ω :t

plc

→ ω:t

(ω :t ∧ ω :t
> 0) ∨ (¬ω :t
ω:t exp = v + ω :t exp
plc

(28)

plc
exp

(29)
plc

∧ ω :t

exp

= 0)

(30)
(31)

which means that a given interval (ω ) has to be inside the interval for ω (Equation (28)); if ω
exists, so does ω (Equation (29)); the expected size of ω is greater than zero if it exists or equal
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to zero in the opposite case (Equation (30)); and that the size of ω is its expected size plus ω size
(Equation (31)).
It is worth noting that the constants used for representing document fragments in either space
or time introduce some redundancy. Some examples of redundant constants are f :amid , f :aexp ,
and f :s plc . However, this redundancy was included in order to ease the definition of expressions.
As seen in Section 4.1, SH M enables defining both causal relations and constraint relations.
SH M relations are represented in S by assertions, which may include inequalities among the
constants. Constraint relations have a straightforward representation in S. Causal relations, however, are represented by assertions that compare event occurrence times for each event that triggers
a same state change and chooses the first one to occur. For example, consider the causal relation
γ 3 in Equation (10). It ends ico whenever the viewer interacts with it (i.e., attribute ico (s,e ) is true).
Relation γ 3 is represented in S by the following constraint:
{icos :t plc ∧ (icos :t end < icop :t beд + icop :t exp ) ∧ icop :t end = icos :t end } ∨
{(icop :t beд + icop :t exp ≤ icos :t end ∨ ¬icos :t plc ) ∧ icop :t end = icop :t beд + (icop :t exp )}

(32)

Equation (32) means that the projection for attribute ico (p,s ) will end with the first one to occur:
(i) viewer interaction (i.e., the end of ico (s,s ) ) or (ii) its end by its expected duration when it has an
intrinsic duration or the infinite value (constant I ) otherwise.
S represents variable value changes in the same way as presented in Section 4.4. Thus, the
value of a given constant will be associated with a given interval, such that its value will be equal
to v inside that interval and some other value (possibly the same) outside the interval. S supports
defining value v either as a number or a polynomial function over constant T .
In order to provide validation for a given document d, its representation as a satisfaction problem
(Sd ) is fed into an SMT solver. The solver builds the formula representing the whole satisfaction
problem from the defined assertions as a conjunction of them. The solver then tries to solve the
problem iterating through assertions and assigning values to the constants in assertions. The goal
is to keep each assertion evaluated to true. Whenever an assertion does not hold, the solver backtracks and starts again, assigning new values to constants. At the end of this process, when the
whole formula holds, the solver presents back the achieved valuation for constants declared in Sd .
Validation using SMT can be done in the following ways.
The first way to provide validation is by checking the possibility of evaluating Sd . Given that
no valuation is provided by the SMT solver, it is possible to infer that the set of relations in d
is inconsistent. It is worth mentioning that this approach is commonly used during document
authoring, as a new relation is included in the document layout. Whenever validation returns an
error, it is possible to infer that the new relation made the document layout inconsistent.
The second way to provide validation is by computing conjunction Sd ∧ T , where T is a test
representing an expected or unexpected behavior. Given that a valuation is provided by the solver,
it is possible to infer that a given test T holds, and the document presents the tested behavior.
6.3 Implementation
In this section, we present our hybrid validation approach implementation. Both docstate and
docinterval validation techniques have been implemented into validation tools.
aNaa is an API built for use by other tools that focus on NCL [26] document authoring. It extends
API aNa [18] with methods to create the representation of a given document in R and call Maude
to perform validation using the Maude model-checker tool.
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Fig. 9. aNaa-based tools interface.

In a nutshell, aNaa transforms NCL documents into R as follows. (i) For each NCL media and
context element (representing media items and compositions, respectively), a set of attributes is
produced representing it in time and space. The same is done for each area and property element
(representing a media item subpart and a media item variable, respectively). (ii) For each media,
area, and context element, its implicit temporal relations defined by NCL produce equations that
change their state accordingly. For example, an NCL context is in the occurring state if at least one
of its inner elements is in the occurring state. For each context/media pair, an equation is produced
to mimic such behavior. The same is true for media/area and context/context pairs. (iii) NCL causal
relations (links) are manipulated such that a relation that points to element A, which in turn points
to element B, will directly point to element B. (iv) Links are simplified [31] until they have only one
event occurrence as condition, and links with the same condition are joined into one. For every
resulting link, a Maude equation (see Listing 1) is produced.
Although aNaa is implemented for validating NCL documents, we have also implemented a
transformation for SMIL to docstate. It is worth mentioning, however, that such implementation
is not yet integrated to aNaa. Such integration was left for future work. A detailed description of
both transformations is presented in dos Santos [13].
Two tools were built on top of aNaa, named NCL-Tester and aNaa4Web. NCL-Tester [4] (Figure 9(a)) provides to the author a graphical way for defining tests based on the relations presented
in Section 5 and perceiving the validation result. Once several tests are created, the user has the
option to validate a single test or the test suite as a whole. aNaa4Web is a user interface built on top
of aNaa (Figure 9(b)). It provides validation of the document syntax and its behavior. Validation in
aNaa4Web is performed against a set of predefined tests briefly presented in Section 5.
SMT Validator is a tool implemented for performing the docinterval validation technique presented in Section 6.2. The validator tool is implemented in Lua on top of the Yices2 [19] solver.
It provides functions encapsulating the operations used for representing document elements and
relations. It also provides functions for controlling the Yices2 solver, such as creating a context,
backtracking, checking the context, and evaluating constants.
It is worth highlighting that the implementation of the SMT Validator in Lua brings the possibility of integrating it with an NCL player (as a module of the NCL document itself). An application
of such a scenario is presented in Amorim et al. [3], where it is used for calculating, during execution, media item position from a set of spatial constraints. It is worth mentioning that media
items’ positions may change along document execution as they start or stop their presentations.
The idea of the hybrid approach presented in this article is to provide the translation from a
given multimedia language Li to SH M and from the latter to either docstate or docinterval in order
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Table 2. Tools Implementation Characteristics

to provide document validation. Currently, our validation tools implement part of the proposed
approach. Table 2 summarizes the target authoring language, type of tests, validation technique,
and translation step implemented by each validation tool.
aNaa provides a mapping from NCL (or SMIL) to docstate. SMT Validator, on the other hand,
provides a mapping from SH M (or at least from the Lua table representing it) to docinterval.
Although we have already explored mappings from NCL to SH M, it is not yet automated.
Table 2 presents four tools. aNaa, aNaa4web, and NCL-Tester have already been discussed in
previous works [4, 14–17]. SMT Validator is proposed in this work. It explores the docinterval
validation, a feature not explored in previous works. A limitation regarding the current implementation, therefore, is the lack of integration of both approaches. A future work in this direction is
to provide a representation of SH M in either Java and/or Lua so that we can translate a given
document to it and then to either docstate or docinterval representations.
6.4 Experimentation
In this section, we present practical results about the use of the docstate validation technique. Given
that the translation from NCL documents to docinterval is not automated yet, usability tests with
SMT Validator are left for future work.
As an indication of a reasonable performance of docstate, aNaa performance was evaluated for
the validation of real documents found in the NCL Club1 repository. Document “First João” synchronizes a video with photos. It allows the viewer to interact with one of the photos it presents.
If an interaction occurs, the video is resized, and a second video starts playing. Document “Live
More” presents a TV show where the viewer may interact to choose one among four meal options presented by the show presenter. Once the choice is made, additional information about each
option is provided. Document “Day’s Route” is a nonlinear show where the user can define the
narrative line by choosing the next sight in a city tour.
The above documents were chosen given their different sizes and interaction possibilities. They
were validated using aNaa and the set of predefined tests presented in Section 5. The average time
spent for validating a predefined test in each of the three documents was 2.25ms, 1.83ms, and
2.58ms, respectively. Tests were conducted in an Intel i5 computer with 16GB memory.
To indicate the reasonable performance of our tool, we compared our results with the tool proposed in Picinin et al. [28]. The latter was used for the analysis of “First João” and “Live More”
documents. The same behavior identified by our tool was identified using that tool. The time spent,
however, was around 15s and 40s, respectively.2
NCL-Tester was evaluated by users in two different usability tests. The first test was conducted
with 11 test subjects and was discussed in Barreto et al. [4]. A new round of tests involved 12
test subjects. Test subjects were enrolled in Computer Science courses, either graduate or undergraduate. In both tests, subjects had different NCL proficiency levels. In order to measure their
1 http://club.ncl.org.br.
2 Information

kindly provided by the authors of Picinin et al. [28].
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proficiency in NCL, test subjects had to answer a question evaluating proficiency from 1 to 5 in
the first test, with those answering 2 or less being considered naive. Proficiency was rated as 1 to
6 in the second test, with those answering 3 or less being considered naive.
In the first test, 6 subjects were considered expert and 5 were considered naive. Subjects received four different documents and a detailed description of their expected behavior. They had to
create tests, one for each expected behavior, and validate if the document behavior would fit the
description. After performing the tasks, they evaluated NCL-Tester according to the System Usability Scale (SUS) [10]. The tool SUS score was 68.4, slightly above the limit considered acceptable
(68). However, when considering just the expert users, its score was 75.4. Such a difference may
be explained by the fact that expert users are familiar with the test graphical notation used by the
tool, which is common in other multimedia document authoring tools.
In the second test, 5 subjects were considered expert and 7 were considered naive. Subjects
received a detailed text description about the expected spatio-temporal layout of an application and
an NCL document that was supposed to implement it. This document, however, has 5 authoring
errors. Test subjects were divided into two groups at random. The first group had to check the
application by executing it and/or XML code inspection. The second group had to validate the
application using NCL-Tester. After performing the tasks, they had to answer a questionnaire
indicating test duration, number of errors found, and specific questions about NCL-Tester. Test
results are presented in Table 3.
On average, subjects using NCL-Tester took more time to validate the application than did
those doing it by coding inspection. Since there was no presentation about NCL-Tester and how
to perform the tests, subjects reported they needed time to understand the tool interface before
actually performing the validation. This can be seen in the difference between the time taken by
naive subjects and the expert ones using the tool. One should note that the latter are familiar with
the notation used by the tool, thus explaining the shorter times. Considering the number of errors
found, subjects using NCL-Tester found on average more errors than did those who did code
inspection. Naive subjects using NCL-Tester were able to find approximately the same number of
errors as expert ones using code inspection.
NCL-Tester specific questions were used to evaluate how easy one creates, changes, and understands tests. Each question was evaluated from 1 to 6. Subjects found it easy to create tests
(μ = 5.17, σ = 0.98), change an existing test (μ = 5.33, σ = 0.52), and understand the results of a
test (μ = 4.83, σ = 1.60). The latter was better evaluated by expert subjects (μ = 6, σ = 0) than
naive ones (μ = 4.25, σ = 1.71). Moreover, subjects had little difficulty in understanding the purpose of a test (μ = 3.5, σ = 1.05).
Although users found the tool easy to use, test results indicate that changes in the tool interface
would be welcome, especially in the representation of atomic tests. However, considering that the
focus of this article is the validation approach itself, we considered that it presented good results
since it helped users find more errors in NCL documents.
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7 VALIDATION TECHNIQUE CHOICE
The hybrid validation approach we present in this article is based on the application of two validation techniques, docstate and docinterval. Each technique is capable of representing a given
aspect of SH M. docstate focuses on event occurrences and the document state throughout its
presentation, being more suited for validating documents where events and different occurrences
of fragments are an important feature. docinterval focuses on numeric dependencies among intervals (or regions) and is more suited for validating documents where unknown time values and
continuous changes are an important feature.
Technique docstate works on the complete representation of a document d, generating all states
of its presentation. In addition, due to its event-based nature, it allows for investigating properties
related to different occurrences of a given fragment along document execution.
As a docstate usage example, let us consider a modification in the example presented in Figures 2
and 3, such that vid may be paused and resumed as many times as the viewer wants by interacting
with it. In that case, suppose we want to investigate if, whenever vid’s presentation is paused, it
can be resumed. Encoding such a test in docstate results in the following LTL formula:

where [] represents the LTL operator G in Maude.
Technique docstate performs better than docinterval in such a scenario. Since docinterval represents state-attributes as intervals, one interval must be created for each time it goes to the occurring
state; that is, for each occurrence fi , i ∈ [1, n] of a given fragment f along the presentation. If n
is not known a priori, using docinterval would be cumbersome. Moreover, representing the above
property in docinterval is not an easy task.
Differing from docstate, technique docinterval does not expect the complete representation of
d, thus it is able to validate it even when d represents a partial document. Due to its numerical
nature, docstate allows investigating properties related to (i) the duration of fragments, (ii) the
relative position of event occurrences in time, and (iii) the relative position of regions in space.
As a docinterval usage example, we may investigate in the example if it is possible for vid and
fig to end their presentation at the same time. Encoding such a test in docinterval results in the
following SMT formula:
T2:vid p :t plc ∧ figp :t plc ∧ vid p :t end = figp :t end

(33)

By solving Sd ∩ T2 in the SMT solver, we are able to verify that such a situation is not possible
since, while fig is presented, vid is paused, and it is not possible to start fig immediately before
it ends.
Technique docinterval performs better than docstate in such a scenario. Given that docstate represents the document presentation by its different states along execution,3 simulating viewer interaction at different time instants would require generating every possible combination of viewer
interaction in order to search for a possible path where both vid and fig end at the same time.
Thus, it leads to an explosion in the number of states created by docstate.
Due to the different characteristics of docstate and docinterval, each technique complements
the other in terms of the expressiveness of SH M and the kind of tests to be investigated. Using
a combination of both techniques for document validation would improve the range of tests to
be performed over a given document. The hybrid validation approach we present in this article
implements both techniques, as presented in Section 6.3.
3 Different

traces are provided by the interleaving of rules step and interact as discussed in Section 6.1.
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8 CONCLUSION
Although the use of a declarative authoring language may ease the authoring effort, it is still
possible that the resulting spatio-temporal layout does not fit the author’s expectations due to
the incorrect use of constructions available in the authoring language being used. This article
discussed the use of validation to avoid such mismatch.
Our work proposed the spatio-temporal validation of multimedia documents based on a hybrid
approach. It relies on a formal model called SH M. From a document representation in SH M,
two validation techniques named docstate and docinterval may be applied. docstate captures the behavior of a document in terms of its state throughout its execution. It is based on a rewrite theory
that induces a transition system where states represent the document state and transitions model
user interactions or time lapse. Validation in docstate is performed by model-checking. docinterval
captures the behavior of a document in terms of intervals and event occurrences. Document fragment intervals and regions, and relations among fragments, are described through SMT formulas.
Validation in docinterval is performed by solving the resulting formulas in an SMT solver. Atomic
formulas are available to the author for creating the tests necessary for a given document. Such
an approach favors the completeness of the test set for a given document to be validated.
Due to the different characteristics of docstate and docinterval, each technique complements
the other in terms of the expressiveness of SH M and the kind of properties to be investigated.
Currently, the choice for the validation technique to be used is left to the author. A future work
is to investigate an approach to automatically choose one of them based on the characteristics of
the document and the tests to be validated.
The proposed approach is intended to be used with different authoring languages. In dos Santos
et al. [16] we presented a formal proof that SH M captures the semantics of NCL. Proofs for other
languages such as HTML5 and SMIL are future works.
The current implementation of docinterval uses Lua and the SMT solver Yices2 [19]. An ongoing work seeks to integrate it with NCL in order to provide dynamic layout adaptation for NCL
presentations. Given that Lua is used as an auxiliary scripting language by NCL, we are able to
execute the validation as part of an NCL document at runtime and modify the document’s spatial
layout according to the valuation provided by the solver. A future work is to integrate docstate as
well to further investigate its use in such a scenario.
docstate and docinterval implementations were tested with real-world documents. Furthermore,
usability tests were also conducted with docstate. Tests results are presented in dos Santos [13]. As
a future work, we plan to run more tests to better evaluate our proposal.
Given a property to be validated over a document, both tools shown in Section 6.3 present back
to the author if the property is valid or not. A future work is to present back to the author more
detailed messages. One example is to use the information in the trace presented as an answer by
the Maude model checker to build an animation or a sequence of NCL link activations up to the
point of failure.
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